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Fundamental Quality Issues with 
School Education 

The efficiency of the system is very poor 

Teachers inadequately prepared 

Inability  to perform at their grade levels 

Mathematics is a big stumbling block 

System not designed for scalability 

Assessment systems faulty 

The Bell curve is evidence of the deficiency of the 
teaching learning process. 

The output is unprepared for the challenges of the 
Knowledge economy 



Suggested statutory warning to 
accompany all Board exam results 

The marks indicated for this student have no 

correlation with the real abilities of learning and 

achievement of the student 

Any similarity between the two is purely co-

incidental (and we are as surprised as you are 

when that happens) and is not built in the 

quality of our assessment systems 



Acknowledging Edward de Bono 
Imagine a ship at sea that 
is in trouble. 

The lights keep going out. 

The engine is faltering. 

The rudder is unreliable.  

The first mate is drunk. 

The crew is very 
demoralised. 

The service is appalling.  

The passengers on the 
ship are very dissatisfied.  

 



Then a new captain and first mate are 
flown in by helicopter 

Everything changes. 

Crew morale is lifted 

Service improves 

The engine is fixed 

The rudder is fixed 

The lights stay on 

Everything seems fine.  



 
 
  

But the ship is still headed in the wrong direction. 



Some opinions and research findings 

Disrupting Class: Clayton Christensen 

Schools That Learn: Peter Senge 

What „s the point of Schools? : Guy Claxton 

Do Schools Kill Creativity? : Sir Ken Robinson 

TED Talk on „ What makes a Great Teacher?‟: Bill Gates 

Work Hard Be Nice: Jay Mathews 

Waiting for Superman: Davis Guggenheim 

Social Media for Collaborative Learning 

Constructivist approach to Learning: 

 

 



Clayton Christensen :Class Disrupted 

Filled with fascinating case 
studies, scientific findings, 
and unprecedented insights 
on how innovation must be 
managed, Disrupting Class 
will open your eyes to new 
possibilities, unlock hidden 
potential, and get you to 
think differently. Professor 
Christensen and his 
coauthors provide a bold 
new lesson in innovation 
that will help you make the 
grade for years to come. 



Peter Senge: Schools that Learn 

Deep learning cycle 

Five learning disciplines 

Shared vision process 

Virtuous spiral 

 



Guy Claxton: What’s the point of school 

What's the Point of School? 

takes the reader beyond the 

sterile debates about City 

Academies and dumbed-

down exams in order to 

reveal the key responsibility 

of education today: to create 

students who enjoy learning.  



Sir Ken Robinson: Do Schools Kill 
Creativity ? 

 Creativity is as important as 
literacy, and we should treat 
it that way. 

 If you are not prepared to 
be wrong, you will never do 
anything original. 

 All children are born 
creative; and education gets 
them to lose this. 

 A lecture by Sir Ken 
Robinson on rethinking 
education has recently been 
animated.Animated Ken 
Robinson 

http://extremepresentation.typepad.com/blog/2010/10/sir-ken-robinson-on-education-animated.html
http://extremepresentation.typepad.com/blog/2010/10/sir-ken-robinson-on-education-animated.html
http://extremepresentation.typepad.com/blog/2010/10/sir-ken-robinson-on-education-animated.html
http://extremepresentation.typepad.com/blog/2010/10/sir-ken-robinson-on-education-animated.html


Bill Gates on TED: What makes a 
teacher great? 

At the end of the day, it is 

the teacher in the 

classroom. 

An effective teacher in a 

classroom with children is 

the key to success. 

But, Gates wants to learn 

just exactly what the 

characteristics are that 

make one teacher more 

effective than another. 

 

 



Jay Matthews :Work Hard Be nice 

Work Hard. Be Nice provides 

a fast-paced, engrossing and 

heartening story of two 

phenomenally dedicated 

teachers who demonstrate 

that low-income students, if 

given the right environment, 

can thrive academically. 



Waiting for Superman 

Filmmaker Davis 

Guggenheim follows  

promising kids through a 

system that inhibits, rather 

than encourages, academic 

growth. 

Guggenheim undertakes an 

exhaustive review of public 

education, methodically 

dissecting the system and 

its seemingly intractable 

problems. 



Newton’s First Law 
An object at rest will remain at rest unless 

acted on by an unbalanced force. 

A learner will remain ignorant in the absence of 

an encouraging learning intervention. 

An object in motion continues in motion with 

the same speed and in the same direction 

unless acted upon by an unbalanced force. 

A motivated learner continues learning until 

„demotivated‟ by an unpleasant learning 

experience. 

This law is often called "the law of inertia".  

This is the principle of “ learning inertia” or 

learner resistance.  



Newton’s Second Law 

Acceleration is produced when a 
force acts on a mass.  

A pleasant and inspiring learning 
intervention accelerates the rate of 
learning. 

The greater the mass (of the object 
being accelerated) the greater the 
amount of force needed (to 
accelerate the object).  

The greater the learner inertia or 
resistance, the more the strength 
of intervention required. 



Newton’s Third Law 

For every action there is an equal 

and opposite re-action. 

In every learning interaction, both 

the learner and teacher learn 

something  

This means that for every force there 

is a reaction force that is equal in 

size, but opposite in direction.  

The learning transaction affects both 

the learner and the teacher , thus co-

constructing learning. 



Learning 221: A model for learning for 
the 2nd decade of the 21st Century 

We are going through a phase 

transition into the knowledge 

economy. But the agricultural, 

the industrial and the 

knowledge economy will co-

exist. 

We have to empower digital 

migrants [Teachers] to train the 

digital natives [Students]. 



Curation as a metaphor for Teaching in 
the Information Age 

George Siemens, Connectivism ruminator, has 

explored the idea of teachers as curators who select 

and publish information that‟s of interest to a 

particular audience. 

Content curation is about filtering the stuff that 

people really need from out of all the noise around it 

to create personalized learning pathways which are 

unique to each learner.  

 



Moving away from a linear 1 
dimensional  approach 

We may look at this as a double strand: one of the traditional 

academic knowledge in language, science maths etc. updated as 

per current knowledge. 

And the other of a set of generic skills with an emphasis on 

information processing skills , and finding meaning or insights in 

large amounts of apparently unrelated data, It’s projected that 

the amount of digital information that will be created in 2010 

could fill 75 billion 16 GB Apple iPads. 

Additional  abilities such as learning to learn, unlearn and re-

learn, together with yearning to learn.  

This is done by small chunks transacted in a very flexible mode, 

with a mix of didactic, self-learning, interactive learning, and 

social media supported peer learning. 

 



Drawing from the Double Helix Model 

One strand is the academic 

knowledge/information in 

language, science, maths. 

The other strand is generic 

skills of learning to learn, 

learning to think, enhancing 

learner motivation…. 

There are links at several 

levels between the two 

strands 



A 10 point scale descriptor of a Teacher 
 Level 9: Gifted Teacher 

 Level 8: Passionate Teacher 

 Level 7: Highly Motivated Teacher 

 Level 6: Enthusiastic Teacher 

 Level 5: Excited Teacher 

 Level 4: Confident Teacher 

 Level 3: Hesitant Teacher 

 Level 2: Reluctant Teacher 

 Level 1: de-motivated Teacher 

 Level 0: Petrified Teacher 



A 10 point scale of Learner Motivation 
 Level 9: Gifted Learner 

 Level 8: Passionate Learner 

 Level 7: Highly Motivated Learner 

 Level 6: Enthusiastic Learner 

 Level 5: Excited Learner 

 Level 4: Confident Learner 

 Level 3: Hesitant Learner 

 Level 2: Reluctant Learner 

 Level 1: de-motivated Learner 

 Level 0: Terrified Learner 



A 10 point scale of Learnability 
 Level 9: Expert Learner 

 Level 8: Very Good Learner 

 Level 7: Good Learner 

 Level 6: Competent Learner 

 Level 5: Modest Learner 

 Level 4: Limited Learner 

 Level 3: Extremely Limited Learner 

 Level 2: Very Low level Learner 

 Level 1: Not ready for Learning 

 Level 0: Intrinsically anti learning 



KERI: Knowledge Economy Readiness Index 
 Level 9: Flourishing and thriving in the eKE 

 Level 8: Becoming Global Players in the Knowledge Game 

 Level 7: Designing and Developing Knowledge Products 

 Level 6: Acquire Information Processing skills for the eKE 

 Level 5: Add proven Mathematical abilities for the eKE 

 Level 4: English and ICT fluency to benefit from the eKE 

 Level 3: Acknowledging the need to align to the eKE 

 Level 2: Relying on prayer ,luck and talismans to avoid the eKE 

 Level 1: Reluctant acknowledgement of the eKE  

 Level 0: Ostrich like ignoring of the emerging Knowledge Economy 



mmpant@mmpant.org 
mmpant@gmail.com 

www.mmpant.net  

Thank You !!!!! 
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